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SANTA FE ART INSTITUTE presents
a 2006 Paper Arts Winter Workshop
Text and Image in Artist’s Books with Carol Tyroler,
Workshop Dates: March 18-19 from 10-4 daily
Cost of Workshop: $ 200, Scholarships are Available.
Text and Image in Artist’s Books
Using simple printmaking and bookbinding techniques this workshop will focus on combining
text and image to develop a work that will focus on words, their meanings, and the images we
associate with them. The content can be personal or you can work with similar issues in the
public arena. We will start with some writing excercises to establish the text and then work out
how to combine it with the images made, using monoprints and transfer printing techniques.
The books will be bound using Japanese binding techniques.
The workshop will run from March 18-19, 10-4 daily.

Carol Tyroler
For over 16 years Carol Tyroler has worked with paper and book
artists throughout the U.S., Mexico, Brazil, Ecuador, and Vietnam.
She is the founder of Amatl Papers, a community-based development project with the Otomi papermakers of San Pablito, Mexico.
She has studied papermaking with Timothy Barrett, and book arts
at Penland School of Art and Craft. She has taught in various studios including Chicago Book Works, Dieu Donne, Women's Studio
Workshop, and the Corcoran School of Art and Design. Currently,
she is teaching paper and book arts at Santa Fe Community
College and continues to work with artisans and promote sustainable craft development around the globe.
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There are two full scholarships given per workshop. One scholarship is for a full time educator. The second is a need-based scholarship for an artist or student. Partial scholarships are
also granted on an individual basis as needed. To prove financial need please mail a letter
with a copy of your most recent tax return.
A 50% deposit is necessary to reserve a space in the workshop. This deposit is fully refundable if you cancel 30 days prior to the beginning of the class. The remaining cost of the workshop is due on the first day of class. You may pay your deposit by phone with a Visa or
MasterCard by calling 505 424-5050 or by mail with a check made out to the Santa Fe Art
Institute, PO Box 24044, Santa Fe, NM 87502.
Workshop participants have the opportunity to choose package accommodations at La
Posada de Santa Fe Resort and Spa or stay at SFAI’s extraordinary facilities. Discounts are
also given to workshop participants at the nearby El Rey Inn.
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